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This 1998 Annual Report of Giving gratefully acknowledges the generosity and dedication of alumni, friends, faculty, students, staff, and organizations, whose financial support and thousands of volunteer hours have helped to create greater opportunities for intellectual and professional growth in legal education.
The Anthony J. Pagano Dean's Merit Scholarship

The Law School dedicates this 1998 Annual Report of Giving to Anthony J. Pagano, Dean 1988–1998, in recognition of his integrity, creativity, spontaneity, sense of humor, and brilliant leadership. We pay special tribute to the following Founding Contributors of the ANTHONY J. PAGANO DEAN'S MERIT SCHOLARSHIP, whose individual gifts of $1,000 or more established the $107,000 endowment in 1998. The scholarship will be awarded at the discretion of the current dean to any J.D., LL.M., or S.J.D. student with financial need who demonstrates outstanding achievement during law school.

Anonymous
Norman R. Ascherman ’68
J. Lani and Lorraine (’74) Bader
John D. and Lee D. (’74) Baxter
Roger Bernhardt and Christine Tour-Sarkissian ’84
Allan and Muriel Brotsky
Robert R. Curtis ’74
Louis M. De Mattei (’79, ’87) and Amy Tan
Fred Drexler ’47, ’71
Greg Egertson

Bernard S. (’97, ’98) and Carol Gutow
Karen L. Hawkins ’79, ’81
Constance M. Hosemann ’80
Peter G. and Nancy Keane
Mary E. Lanigar ’54
Neil M. Levy
Edward A. McCann
David Jamison McDaniel Trust
Judith G. McKelvey and Robert Shaw
Leslie and Mary Minkus
Myron and Ruth Moskovitz
David Oppenheimer and Marcy Kates
M. Laurence and Linda Popofsky
Marjorie Randolph ’77
Allan H. Rappaport ’85
Diana E. Richmond ’73
Joyce Saltalamachia ’76
Sompong and Thaithow Sucharitkul
Jon H. Sylvester
Susan R. Worth

Honoring and Memorial Gifts

Honoring and Memorial gifts provide a tribute to a loved one, friend, classmate, or colleague. The Law School gives special thanks to those who made 1998 contributions in honor or memory of the following individuals.

In Memory of Anne Marie Bourgeois
The Friends of Anne Marie

In Memory of Linda Rose Caputo
Glen A. Buries ’87
Helen S. Lucy

In Memory of Martin S. Cohen
Rita and Jerome Sherr

In Memory of Kevin J. Connell
Mr. and Mrs. James F. Connell, Sr.
Shannon M. Espinola ’95

In Memory of John Gorfinkel
Scipio Porter ’63
Herbert Schlosberg ’56

In Honor of Bernard S. Gutow
Isabel and Jeffrey Mencher

In Memory of Robert H. Thompson
Marie K. Brooks
Miles Hurwitz
Peter B. Linde
Al Maggi
Ernest Marx
Edward Smyth
Hilmi and Esin Voskay
Ernest and Margo Weil

In Memory of Joseph Zukor
Ruth Zukor

Donations to the Law School

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>$364,007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>$469,522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>$392,405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>$482,359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>$562,326</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SPECIAL GIFT CLUBS

Private gifts enhance virtually every aspect of the Law School: curriculum enrichment, student financial aid, technology and equipment, the law library, faculty research, and a variety of special programs. Individual membership in the following gift clubs is based on pledge payments, current gifts of cash and securities, and employee matching gifts. Gifts-in-kind and unpaid pledges are not included. The Law School extends its heartfelt thanks to each of the following individuals whose financial support has had a measurable impact on the people and programs of Golden Gate University School of Law.

President's Circle

The leadership of those who set an exemplary standard of giving undergirds the Law School's ability to serve its constituents, communities and society with increasing effectiveness. Their example also encourages others to join in helping to assure our strong future. We deeply appreciate the substantial commitments made by the following students, staff, alumni and special friends, whose significant gifts of $1,000 or more have provided critical resources that enhance current programs and fund special Law School priorities. Together, these individuals contributed a total of $174,734 in 1998.

Trustees' Society
$10,000 and above
Anonymous
Patricia A. Carson '52
Leo B. Helzel '51
George H. Louie '56

Chairman's Society
$5,000-9,999
Fred Drexler '47, '71
Mary E. Lanigar '54
Allan H. Rappaport '85
Marc L. Van Der Hout ('77) and Jody I. LeWitter
Alba Witkin

President's Society
$2,500-4,999
Norman R. Ascherman '68
Roger Bernhardt and Christine Tour-Sarkissian '84

President's Circle Contributions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>$53,695</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>$64,054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>$98,661</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>$92,490</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>$174,734</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Louis M. De Mattei '79, '87
Edward A. McCann
Judith G. McKelvey
Alan Ramo
Clifford Rechtschaffen
Sompong and Thailand Sucharitkul

Graduates' Society
$1,000-2,499
J. Lani and Lorraine ('74) Bader
John D. and Lee D. ('74) Baxter
Linda M. Betzer ('75) and Candace A. Prebil
Bradley L. Bostick '83
Allan and Muriel Brotsky
Cameron M. Carlson '89
Robert L. Cotton '77
Robert R. Carris '74
Barbara B. Dickey
Tracey K. Edwards '81, '84
Alan and Meg ('96) Giberson
Judith A. Hasenauer '73
Karen L. Hawkins '79
Constance M. Husemann '80
Linda Howe
Paul S. Jordan '73
James M. Kanagy '78
Peter G. and Nancy Keane
Masao Kono '95
Caroline M. Kristensen '86
John H. McCarthy '51
Leslie and Mary Minkus
Myron and Ruth Moskowitz
David Oppenheimer and Marcy Kates
Anthony J. and Christine ('92, '98) Pagano
M. Laurence and Linda Popofsky
Marjorie Randolph '77
Joseph R. ('55) and June Rensch
Diana E. Richmond '73
Kathryn E. Ringgold '70
Joyce D. Salatalamachi '76
Bernard L. Segal
Gold Tower Society
This distinguished group of donors is recognized for gifts between $500 and $999.

Anonymous
John F. Barg '74
Hannah Bentley
Wallace E. DeSha '87
Daniel L. Earls
Greg Egertson
Bernice Freeman
Herbert Fried, Jr. '84
Sally Galway '71
Lisa Honig and Dale Schroedel
Richard L. Katz '68
Janice E. Kosel
Leonard M. Levy '39
James Yuanxin Li '87
Ruth J. McKnight '77
Tom M. (73) and Iris Moran
Gary M. Reing '78
Lucy B. Robbins '77
Donna Miae Ryu
Dorota Ryzy '98
Brad Seligman
Alan J. Silver '77
Walter E. Switzer '79
Jon H. Sylvester
B. Phyllis Whiticker '94
Susan Worth
Jack Yetiv

Silver Tower Society
The Silver Tower Society recognizes individuals who contributed $250 to $499 during 1998 to support the ongoing operations and programs of the Law School.

Anonymous
Douglas S. Aberle '83
Theodore F. Bayer '76
Robert K. Calhoun, Jr.
Delia M. Chilgren '75
James C. Cuneo '67
Gail Dekreon '81
Nancy P. DeCenzo '81
Kathryn Burkett Dickson
Stella M. Edralin
William L. Fong '86
Neil F. Franklin '74
Catherine Glaze
Adrian M. Hern
Rick D. Higgins '76
Deborah B. Honig '76
Rita Grobman Howard '73
Elizabeth A. Jacobs
Robert F. Kelleher '84
Robert E. Kroll '83
Sarah Hooke Lee
Joel E. Marsh
Kuruvilla Mathen '88
Gary E. Meyer '74
Charles E. Nichol '89
Dennis O'Brien '65
Luis Padilla, Jr. '86
Kathleen J. Richards '97
Dennis Riordan
Bruce B. Roberts '74
John T. Rooney '85
Harold J. Rosenthal
Dorothy E. Webb '51
Robert L. Webb '52
Steven M. Weiss '98
Leroy W. Wilder '73

Bronze Tower Society
The Law School is pleased to acknowledge members of the Bronze Tower Society for their contributions of $100 to $249. Together, members of the Bronze Tower Society contributed more than $18,000 to the school in 1998.

Nancy F. Adler
Gary Alabaster '81
Kenneth Alex
Mark S. Anderson '89
Denise Anton
Hans J. Arf '68
Harold Bain '71
Frank A. Balistrieri '97
Samuel F. Barnum '77
Erwin J. Basinski '89
Edward L. Baskauskas '76
F. Joseph Bechelli, Jr. '74
Karen M. Beecher '94
Donald L. Beeson '73
Gary W. Blank '77
Marie K. Brooks
William E. Brown
Douglas M. Buchanan '86
Glen A. Buries '87
Otto Butz
Paul V. Catricala
James E. Cavanaugh '93
Louise S. Cavanaugh '75
Chun Hung Chan '94
Teri Chaw and Jim Hendriksen
Morgan Christen '86
Judith S. Clark '76
Robert C. Clement '55
Lynne S. Coffin and Alan L.
Schlosser
Mr. and Mrs. James F. Connell, Sr.
Charles R. (78) and Rebecca
Conradi '78
Larry M. Cowan '74
Stephen L. Dahm '84
Richard A. Dannells, Jr. '64
B. Neil Dickinson, Jr. '81
Leigh A. Duff '83
William H. Duff
Joseph B. Durra '67
John M. Filippi '43
Alfred W. Fleck, Jr. '90
Rodney O. Fong
Peter B. Foor '73
Pete Fourkas '63
Peter N. Fowler '84
Mark L. Francis '83
David R. Frank '76
Mark S. Freeland '94
John I. Gilman '74
Winnifred Gin '88
Bradley J. Golober '82
Garrett J. Grant '70
Anne S. Grappo '78
Lucille M. Greenway '84
Louthea L. Griffin '83
Richard K. Grosboll '81
Elizabeth Grossman
Adele S. Grunberg '78
Bernard S. Gutow '97, '98
Susan H. Handelman '89
Michael B. Hansell '77
Helen Hartnell
Jerry R. Hauser '83
Robert Hawley
William Heath '83
Timothy J. Henderson '73
Joan W. Howarth
Wendell A. Hutchinson III '82
Virginia Irving '75
Mimi Johnson Jacobs '81
Thomas A. Johnson '92
Thomas R. Jones '80
Michael R. Kain '74
Margaret E. Kaplan '77
Robert L. Kelleher, Jr. '84
Kari Elizabeth Kelly
Edward S. Kendig '76
Barbara J. Kennedy '89
Richard A. Kestenbaum '84
Scott J. Kiepen '93
Steven Y. Kirshbaum '84
Robert J. Kwasnieski '68
Leonard R. Labagh '79
Edward O. Lee '76
Esther R. Lerner '80
Mark I. Liss '80
Jennifer H. Loucks '78
Alan W.C. Ma '84
Julia C. MacDermott '85
K. Angela Macfarlane '92
John W. Mahoney '87
Ann L. Maley '95
Shauna I. Marshall and Bob Hirsch
Judy I. Massong '80
William D. May '79
Rebecca I. McKee
Timothy McKenna '83
Ronald W. Miele '84
Denise K. Mills '77
Lawrence E. Moll '72
John A. Murphy
Marcia Ann Murphy '75
Glenn M. Nakatani '75
Richard B. Nettler '77
Stephen Neyman '86
Charles C. Nice '89
Jan L. Nussbaum '85
Henry E. O'Neil '77
Robert H. Oliver '73
Hiroshi Ono '96
J. Robin Orme '74
Mary C. Patterson '73
Warren R. Perry '62
Laura M. Petty '96
Sheryl Phipps
Pamela E. Pierson (75) and Allan
M. Levy
Susa Hay Piante
Ascanio A. Piomelli
Scipio Porter '63

Rebecca Potts '95
Elaine F. Prince '65
Marcelo C. Ramos
Joyce A. Rechtschaffen and Lloyd
Guerici
Claire S. Reiner '79
Edith A. Rice '79
Steve D. Rice
Susan Romer '91
Robert Rya
Robert L. Schafer '74
Herbert Schlosberg '56
Barton S. Selden
Leon and Ruth Seville
Marci Seville
Mark R. Shepherd '82, '87
Terri Shulitis
Stephen S. Siegel '79
James E. Slenskowski '83
Jay R. Strauss '73
Stuart A. Sutton '81
John M. True III
Lorri Ungaretti
Marjorie L. Vandor '85
Jean M. Vieth '87
Hilmi and Esin Voskay
Christine M. Wagner '93
Richard K. Walsh '71
Rebecca Westerfield
Mary L. Wheeler '78
Maureen Whelan
Geoffrey V. White
Paige L. Wickland '81
Loretta A. Wiener '81
Ellen Widess
Carol C. Yaggy '79
Ellen Yaroshesky
FRIENDS SOCIETY

The Law School is pleased to recognize the following additional individuals who contributed a total of $9,572 to the Law School annual fund during 1998.

Mark N. Aaronson and Marjorie Gelb
Brian D. Acree '98
Dallas R. Aleman '77
Judith L. Alper '78
Elaine M. Andrews '76
Sharon L. Anduri '96
Juan C. Araneda
Lynnette Ariathurai '93
Susanne M. Aronowitz
A. Marice Ashe
Ronald A. Bass '69
Judith L. Beaman '82
Alan G. Bennett
Roy Bennett '96
Brent Bernau
Ann M. Blessing '93
Curtis E. Blystone '81
Lawrence M. Boesch '83
Thomas H. Bomar '74
W. Daniel Boone
Lowell J. Border '74
Jesse Bradman
David H. Brainerd '83
Susan E. Zivic Breeze '93
Barbara Brenner and Suzanne Lampert
Thomas V. Bret '77
William F. Broadbeck '62
Deborah Bronner '83
Julienne E. Bryant '79 and Patrick J. Coughlin '79
Michele Bueller
Melissa P. Burke '78
Thomas R. Burns '90
Martin G. Carson '83
Lyle C. Cavin, Jr. '69
Marilyn Charles
Edward M. Chen
Joseph Chianese
Dennis Chin
Victoria I. Clark
Darren Coleman
Meli H. Cook '82
Walter C. Cook '83
David B. Copenhaver '73
William J. Corrigan '74
Peter M. Corroon '95
Patricia A. Creighton '90
Daniel M. Dailey
E. Brooke Danch
James J. Davis III '82
Vincent De Nave '77
Jean A. Deeds '61
Barbara Bourck DeRobbio
James F. Derwiler '79
Patricia L. (74) and Michael DeVito
Elena A. Duenas '86
Matthew J. Dulka '89
Brian D. Egan '92
Shannon M. Espinola '95
Larry F. Estrada '89
Harold M. Everton '55
Christina Fabie
Dominic J. Falasco '92
Paula J. Fancher '81
Seymour Farber
Nina Gagnon Fendel
Steven Z. Feuer '84
Suzanne M. Fischer
Joan Fitzgerald-Hill '88
Seth A. Flargsberg '84
Thomas H. Fletcher '92
Marc D. Foodman '88
Elaine M. Forrester '82
Madalyn Frazzini
Ira A. Freydkis '82
Whitney R. Gabriel '95
Frederick M. Geibl '79

Harry J. and Debra Gibbons
Abigail Ginzberg
Edward Gipstein
Ruth G. Gipstein '82
Eric Glenn '89
Gary D. Goetz '81
Miyu A. Goishi
Sam Geldeen '65
Joseph D. Gonzalez '96
John F. Grandinetti '75
Barry Graynor
Scott F. Handelman '85
Jerome D. Handley
Alison L. Hardyman '96
M. Henry Heines '78
Michael C. Hewitt '90
Robert L. Hines '85
Martin B. Hochman '70
Nancy A. Hoffman '91
Debra J. Holcomb
Michael J. Horton '79
Colleen M. Hoy '82
Robert R. Hren '79
Miles Hurwitz
Elizabeth C. Johnson
Linda L. Kansteiner '92
Sae M. Kaplan '86
Kathy A. Kaufman '78
Douglas N. Kreiner '83
William R. Kelly '62
Roxanne J. Kelsey '94
Deborah J. Kendall '76
Joseph H. Keogh '92
Sally Kilburg '81
Susan B. King '83
Sherrie L.C. Klein '92
Karen Jo Koonan
Roger Bruce Kodishyama '95
James E. Kowalski
Elaine E. Kramer '76
Mary H. Krock
Linda C. Krueger '80
William A. Kuhns '73
Belinda Burwell Laird '79
Norma J. Lambert '81
Heidi A. Larsen '98
Bianca G. Larson '80
Emanuel Lateiner '75
Paul C. Ligda '61
Peter B. Linde
Elaine A. Lindenmayer '77
Linda J. Linton '94
Kenneth I. Litton '94
Ronald P. Lubey '70
Helen S. Luey
Al Maggi
Marjorie G. Mandanis '70
Ken M. Markowitz '82
Helen J. Martin '80
Jennifer L. Martin '92
Ernest Marx
Peter A. Mastromonaco '88
Vincent R. Mayr '91
Carol C. Mazzia '83
Christopher M. Mazzia '80
Harry J. McCarthy '69
Barbara McLean '81
Madeline C. McDowell '77
Isabel and Jeffrey Mencher
William J. Mertens '84
Carlin Meyer
Lori P. Miller
Vasco H. Morais '86
Marilyn Morris '76
Wendy E. Morrison '83
Katherine A. Neale '86
Veronica Ann F. Nebb '88
Tanya Neiman
Norman C. Newhouse '81
Andra M. Northup '77
JoAnn Novoson '75
Efia Nwangaza '78
Zenaida A. Opena
Cindy A. Ossias '83
Shelley K. Owens '81
Eugene Pak
Merle J. Panick '85
J. Virginia Peiser '85
Patrick B. Perkins '92
David F. Phillips
Alan J. Pinner '86
Michael E. Pitts '80, '82
Victor J. Przybyl '79
Leonard Quever '63
Dru Ramey and Marvin Stender
Paul Raub '92
Diane M. Ravnik '85
Nancy J. Reavis '98
Keith Reyen '86
Amy Rudney '80
Nancy L. Rogers '92
Theodore J. Roper '79
Landra E. Rosenthal '78
Thomas P. Ross '82
Attilio P. Ruggiero '86
Susan Rurberg '75
Edwin K.S. Ryu
Clemente J. San Felipe '62
Susan Schechter
Eric W. Schnurpeil '92
Frances Schreiber
Theodore J. Schroeder '71
Fereidoon K. Sepahpour '93
Matthew E. Sheasby '98
Rita and Jerome Sherr
Warren L. Siegel '74
Deidre M. Siguenza
Anne B. Simons
William A. Skillman '76
Carroll D. Smith '88
Randall E. Smith '62
Edward R. Smyth
Allen E. Sommer '68
Brian Soriano '90
George H. Starr '64
Mary R. Sternad '75
Margaret Stevenson
Robert H. Stewart '69
Ronald K. Starch '79
Lynne G. Stookey '86
Frederick B. Stocker '75
Laura Stratton
Charles F. Sullivan '88
Vivian Talbot '81
Marilyn J. Teeter '77
Robert G. Teffteller '93
Susan Terrado
Rufus G. Thayer, Jr. '68
Thomas A. Thiesen '89
Kathleen E. Thompson '83
Leslie E. Tick '83
Heidi A. Timken '92
David E. Tranberg '73
Steven W. Vail '85
Elizabeth M. Voge '82
Sara C. Waite '69
Marlin S. Wallach '73
Paula G. Waluch '75
Julie L. Webb '92
Ernest and Marlo Weil
Olivia Kiia-Bae Wein '95
Anthony G. White '75
Roberta G. Willenkin '79
Daniel T. Williams '68
John P. Wilson
Barry Winograd
Anthony L. Wright '69
Alan Yengoyan, Jr. '69
Victor Yipp '75
John Q. Yue '94
Elisabeth W. Zall
Elaine M. Ziemba '90
A carefully planned estate can help avoid or reduce taxes, increasing the amount an individual can leave to heirs and favorite charities. While outright gifts address immediate needs, deferred gifts fulfill a vital role in securing the Law School's future. Membership in the Bridge Society is available to all those who notify us of their provision for the Law School through planned gifts such as bequests, charitable trusts, gifts of life insurance, and property. We are particularly proud to recognize the following founding members of the Bridge Society, who have made commitments to the Law School in their estate plans.

Norman R. Ascherman '68
Mrs. Ivan Crase
Fred Drexler ’47, ’71
Karen Hawkins ’79, ’81
Leo B. Helzel ’51
Louis H. Heilbron ’70
Pamela Jordan
Paul S. Jordan ’73
Mary E. Lanigar ’54
John McCarthy ’51
Wallace S. (’31) and Lena Lee Myers
Kathryn E. Ringgold ’70
Gilbert Root ’27
Ruth L. Zukor

The Law School is grateful for gifts received during 1998 from the estate of:
Martin S. Cohen

An impressive testimonial to the Law School’s value is the support of those who are closest to the everyday life of the school. During 1998, the following faculty and staff supported the Law School not only by embracing its teaching mission, but also through contributions to help meet its most pressing needs. The Law School is proud to acknowledge these gifts from current staff and faculty.

Kenneth Alex
Susanne M. Aronowitz
J. Lani Bader
Edward L. Baskauskas ’76
Roger Bernhardt
Allan Brotsky
Robert K. Calhoun, Jr.
Michael DeVito
Greg Egertson
Rodney O. Fong
Catherine Glaze
Barry Graynor
Helen Hartnell
Debra J. Holcomb
Joan W. Howarth
Peter G. Keane
Janice E. Kosel
James E. Kowalski
Sarah Hooke Lee
Joel E. Marsh
Edward A. McCann
Judith G. McKelvey
Leslie Minkus
Myron Moskovitz
David Oppenheimer
Anthony J. Pagano
Christine Pagano ’92, ’98
Rebecca Potts ’95

Alan Ramo
Marcelo C. Ramos
Clifford Rechtschaffen
Joshua Rosenberg
Susan Rutberg ’75
Susan Schechter
Bernard L. Segal
Barton S. Selden
Marci Seville
Terri Shultis
Sompong Sucharitkul
Thaihow Sucharitkul
Jon H. Sylvester
Christine Tour-Sarkissian ’84
Lorri Ungaretti
Rebecca Waterfield
John P. Wilson
Susan Worth

1998 Fund Designations
Total: $562,326

Endowed Funds
$136,733

Gifts-in-Kind
$7,122
(not reported herein)

1998 Designated Uses of Current Use Funds: $425,593

Financial Aid
$163,493

Campus Improvement
$1,335

Law Library
$4,215

General Purpose
$46,058
**Corporations, Foundations, Law Firms, and Organizations**

The generosity of corporations, law firms, foundations and other organizations has enabled the Law School to improve its curriculum, programs, and services. The Law School extends its gratitude and appreciation to these organizations for providing new and ongoing support during 1998.

Anonymous
Norman R. and Stanford W. Ascherman Foundation
Leon A. & Esther F. Blum Foundation
The Educational Foundation of America
Eggleston, Siegel & LeWitter Foundation
First Myrtle Fund
Herbert Fried Foundation
Helsel Family Foundation
Kazan, McClain, Edises, Simon, Abrams Foundation
LEGALS
Mateel Environmental Justice Foundation
David Jamison McDaniel Trust
Names in the News
Public Interest Law Foundation
The Rose Foundation
Rotary Club of San Francisco
The San Francisco Foundation
San Francisco Legal Auxiliary
Saperstein, Goldstein, Demchak & Baller
May & Stanley Smith Charitable Trust
United Way of the Bay Area
Bernard E. & Alba Witkin Charitable Trust

**Matching Gift Companies**

Matching gift companies are those enterprises which support higher education through a program whereby an employee's contribution is matched by the company. This generous program doubles, and sometimes triples, a personal gift to the Law School. The Law School applauds the philanthropic spirit of these companies who provided matching gifts during 1998.

Air Products & Chemicals Inc.
The Allstate Foundation
Deloitte & Touche Foundation
Fireman's Fund Insurance Company Foundation
Gilman Paper Company
T. Rowe Price & Associates Foundation
Royal & Sun Alliance
SBC Foundation
Shell Oil Company Foundation
Times Mirror
Wells Fargo Foundation

**Volunteers**

Law School alumni have been extraordinarily generous in giving their valuable time to a variety of Law School activities including student recruitment, mock interviews, legal career options day, moot court judging, special advisory boards and governance, appellate advocacy, and more. The Law School expresses its heartfelt gratitude and appreciation to the following alumni, whose thousands of volunteer hours have greatly enriched the Law School's programs and services. (If you have served as an alumni volunteer and your name is not included on this list, please let us know so that we may recognize your contributions in the future.)

**Alumni Mentor Program**
Mark Burton '95
Seth Chazin '84
Judith Cohen '79
Timothy Critzer '97
Larry Estrada '89
Dominic Falasco '92
Kathleen Farley '87
Seth Flagsberg '84
A.T. Kipps '93
John Nagel '92
Candice Nguyen '96
Laura Petry '96
Judith Rosen '93
Michelle Smith '97
Steven Solomon '84
Howard Underwood '97
Valerie Vandenplas '96
Jeffrey Weiss '78
Eric Young '96
Rebecca Susan Young '85

**Appellate Advocacy**
Deborah Adams '80
Gary Angel '76
Sharon Anolik '96
Ruth Asle '94
Hudson Bair '94
Haizham Ballout '89
Carol Barnett '93
Marte Bassi '87
Geoffrey Beary '78
Ann Blessing '93
Russell Boltwood '93
Stephanie Bradshaw '93
VOLUNTEERS (cont.)

Sheila Brogna '80
Mark Burton '95
Stuart Bussey '93
Dennis Byrne '94
Marc Cerda '93
Matthew Cooney '93
Deirdre Cox '94
Alexandra D'Italia '94
Donna Davis '93
Shelly Davis '95
Russell Davis '95
Alison Dixon '95
Brian Doucette '94
Cecily Dumas '83
James Fisher '82
Seth Flagsberg '84
Susan Griffin '84
Lowell Haky '95
Susan Handelman '89
John Harding '89
Joseph Peter Hart '94
Lawrence Hart '93
Tammy Haygood '95
Patrick Healy '94
Joan Herrington '95
Daniel Hershkowitz '94
Song Hill '94
Anne Hipshman '80
John Karris '90
Scott Kiepen '93
Nancy Kubasek '96
Edward Lai '84
Cathy Leonard '93
Stephen Mackhouse '85
Janet Mangini '79
Tod Manning '93
Barbara Mance Mathews '83
Lisa Kierland McCally '92
James McCormick '94
Adam Miller '93
David Moltzen '93
Barbara Monty '86
Judith Mordecai '95
Ann Murphy '75
John Nagel '92
David Nickerson '83
Martin Lester O'Shea '95
Laura Ozak '94
Charlotte Paden '95
Andrea Palash '86
Victor Reed '66
Jason Robman '95
Jordan Rodman '94
Leslie Rose '83
Judith Rosen '93
Wendy Rouder '79
Kimberly Russell '95
Ray Shahani '92
Alan Simon '59
Paul Smith '76
Steven Solomon '84
Brodie Stephens '93
Laura Stevens '74
Keith Stevens '71
Carla Tarazi '93
Lisa Tarr '93
Edward Taylor '93
David Toy '93
Marc Voisenal '93
Rebecca Fay Weisman '94
Michael Weiss '93
Marla Westover '82
Paige Leslie Wickland '81
Dale Wilkins '93
Claire Williams '94
Michael Winter '95
Kristen Wong '93
Glenn Wurtzel '92
Rebecca Young '85
Dennis Zell '95

Class Speakers
Joanne Frankfort '80
Keri Goodrow '95
Ben Maya '98
Lisa Nahmanson '97
Jeff Schwarzchild '97
Brian Soriano '96
Laurel Veeland '98
Rebecca Walden '78
Michael Weiss '93
Phil Weltin '69

Governance and Advisory Boards
Lee Baxter '74
Mel Cook '82
Robert Curtis '74
Louis DeMattei '79, '87
Fred Drexler '47, '71
Bernard Gutow '97, '98
Leo Helzel '51
Allan Rappaport '85
Carolyn Reinholdt '95
Diana Richmond '73

Judicial Externships/Field Placement Supervisors
Lee Baxter '74
Brooke Oliver '94
Char Meaney '92

Law Career Services
Carl Adams-Duma '97
Gary Alabaster '81
Sharon Anolik '96
Michael Banister '91
Carol Barnett '93
Linda Barr '83
Diana Guido Bickeler '82
Dennis Byrne '94
J. Kevin Chu '93
Catherine Clements '96
Patrick Clifford '98
Kimberly Cluff '97
VOLUNTEERS (cont.)

Julie Coldicott '98
Robert Crane '98
Russell Davis '95
Cindy Diamond '86
Amy Esken '86
Eric Farber '93
Barbara Finkle '84
James Fisher '82
Edna Garcia '98
Susan Griffin '84
Lowell Haky '95
Timothy Harvey '91
Karen Hawkins '79
Ramona Holguin '82
Constance Hosemann '80
Caren Jenkins '96
Nancy Kubasek '96
Esther Lerner '80
Shannon Matteson '96
Char Meaney '92
Ann Moorman '87
Sonda Napell '82
Brooke Oliver '94
Julie Qureshi '96
Nicki Skovronski '81
Timothy Smith '93
John Stattler '92
Albert Stoll '92
Petra Tang '96
Robert Teffeteller '93
Fran Ternus '77
Jim Thurston '89
Elizabeth Tippin '83
Kristy Topham '98
David Toy '93
James Treppa '92
Mark Vickness '97
Mark Webb '75
Stacey West '95
Eric Young '96
Natalie Young '92

Litigation Program
Keri Goodrow '95
Stephen Lightfoot Il '92
Ben Maya '98
Jeff Schwarzchild'97
Brian Soriano '96

Mock Trial Judges
Sara Allman '82
Angelina Benjamin-Dorward '88
John Cogger '94
Walter Cook '83
Dan Dell'osso '84
Laura Dressel '89
Eric Farber '93
Rick Friedling '91
Keri Goodrow '95
Daniel Hershkowitz '94
Ansel Kinney '85
Norma Lambert '81
Thomas Manning '83
Ben Maya '98
Carolyn Morris '80
Karen Rodrigue '88
Jeff Schwarzchild '97

On-Campus Programs
Carl Adams-Duma '97
Patrick Coughlin '83
Janet Mangini '79
Michelle Layton Schwartz '86
Eric Young '96

1998 Sources of Gifts

Students
$4,130

Organizations
$10,155

Friends
$44,675

Corporations
$5,650

Other Organizations
$10,155

Students
$4,130
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